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   I have been studying off and on for the last few years but have never found something that has really stuck. I just want to know if this course is going to help me in any tangible way or is it just another thing on my plate? I don't have a great deal of experience with MS Word so is this the best program to learn it on? If not, what else would you recommend? I have always used a text editor on the web
to compose pages as I use that for Blogs and even for composing emails but this course is a whole new learning curve for me as I need to be more versatile.  Sorry I'm a bit pushy as I want to know what to expect on the course as I don't want to waste my money. A: I think the course is great. The videos aren't the best quality due to the length of the course but are a good size and easy to watch. If you

have already used Word before then this won't be a good idea, it's way too different to Word. I've been using it for the last year or so and I can see the difference in the end. If you want to get the most out of this then you will have to study the course every day, you will have to practice. To me, it's great that Ken is taking the time to produce videos for everyone in order to get the most out of the
course. I think using Word or other programs like it, will help you understand and be more comfortable with the software. It's worth getting the course but with the right attitude and persistence it will be worth it. Q: setInterval runs twice in Firefox I am running a function for every 5 seconds in my jquery code. It works fine in all browsers except Firefox, where it is called twice. I have tried all

combination of window.setInterval. My code is as follows: $(document).ready(function () { var clicks = 0; var visits = 0; var pageviews = 0; window.setInterval(function() { $.getJSON('/clicks?js', function(data) { var clicks = data.clicks; var visits 82157476af
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